
£64.99

M E N A C E

 › Junior sized 19.5” x 4” Hollowbox alloy deck

 › 560 mm Steel T Bar

 › Classic dual colour flangeless mushroom style grip

 › Fraction 100mm wheels with ABEC 7 bearings

Our entry-level model is packed with features, as far as opening price point scooters go, it just 
doesn’t get any better than the new Menace from Mongoose.



£79.99

V I L L A I N

 › 20” x 4.5” Hollowbox Alloy deck

 › Reinforced fork with super strong SCS compression system

 › Classic dual colour flangeless mushroom style grip

 › 110mm Fraction alloy core with ABEC 9 bearings

The Villain hits the nail on the head when it comes to affordable skatepark scooter equipment. A 
dialled in kit and bold graphics really sets the Villain model apart from the crowd.



£99.99

B R A W L E R

 › 20” x 4.5” Hollowbox Alloy deck

 › Lightweight 600mm alloy T bar 

 › Fully sealed Mongoose internal headset

 › 600mm wide T Bar

The Brawler boasts features found on many pro-level models at a mid-level price. Built around 
a slim aluminium deck with threadless headtube and sealed internal headset, lightweight steel 
forks, and taller wider bars finished off with new Mongoose Mushroom push grips – the Brawler 
is all set for skateparks and street.



£139.99

H O O L I G A N

 › 22” x 4.8” Slimline deck with 3 degree concave

 › Ultra wide 610mm alloy T bar with rise 

 › 110mm Hollowcore alloy wheels

 › Lightweight cut out alloy fork

Feedback from team riders has also led us to include a custom cut-away 82.5 degree headtube, 
22” by 4.8” pro-size 3-degree concave T6 aluminium hollow-box slimline deck and a price-tag that 
puts other pro scooters to shame, the Hooligan is one of the best value completes on the market.


